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Gordon Pinsent's 

John and 
The Missus 

I
n John Ford's The Sun Shines 
Bright .. Charles Winninger plays 
Judge Priest. a Judge In a small Ken· 

tucky to·\\"I1 . circa 1910. who behaves in 
a moral manner - stopping a lynching. 
arranging a church funeral for a "fallen 
woman" - which may cost him his re
election. He is, of course. re-elected 
and the people ,,'ho parade past hi~ 
house that night carry signs saying 
things like "He Saved us from Our
selves." 

Peter O'Brian is the Judge Priest of 
the English-Canadian cinema. He seems 
to have been invented by the surviving 
t<Lx-shelter producers so that they could 
go on making Schlock while p'ointing 
with pride to O'Brian, who makes small
scale, heartfelt , honest, decent motion 
pictures. 

My basic problem with O 'Brian is that 
when I see one his films : I'm supposed 
to be impressed. What's wrong with 
that, you ask' When I see Scanners, I'm 
supposed to be scared. When I see The 
Bells of St. Mary's, I'm supposed to 
cry. When I see Ghostbusters, I'm sup
posed to laugh. But when I see John 
and the Missus, or My American 
Cousin, I'm supposed to be impressed , 
and long to throw Genies at it. 

O'Brian makes award-winning films 
that were born to be shown on the 
CBC Leaving aside for the moment The 
Grey Fox, which had the benefit of 
Philip Borsos' visionary style and an 
enormously persuasive Richard Farns
worth performance, O'Brian's films 
leave me cold. I can see the virtues of 
My American Cousin, One Magic 
Christmas, and now John and the 
Missus, and why people feel absolutely 
compelled to honour such clean virtu
ousness, but virtue doesn't do anything 
for me. Whenever I see a film that's sup
posed to give me some sort of moral up
lift, I long for the crass commerciality of 
an Ivan Reitman, the vulgar stupidity of 
a Bob Clark. 

What's reaIly fascinating is that his dF 
redorS ' are ddiiifteIy the auteurs of 
their .filins - Sandy Wilson's My Ameri
can Cousin is ' autobiograph(cal, Philip 
Borsos' style in 'TIle' Grey Fox.and-()ne 
Magic Christmas is i!Pmistakeable, and 
GordonPinserit'SJohn and the Missus . 
inhabits the ' psychogeography of Pin
sent's birthplace as surely as did The 
Rowdyman. But one can see common 
thre;lds running through them thatdndi
cate the producer's personality and 
taste. 

None of them are set in the present 
(One Magic Christmas is, but as Cine
ma Canada reviewer Mary Alemany 
Galway noted, it could as easily be set in 
the '30's), which means we don't have 
to worry about contemporary issues. 
They are all extremely tasteful and low
key, made on limited budgets but with 
immense craftsmanship. There is mini
mal violence, minimal sex, nothing that 
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Nova Scotia. The six years I've lived in 
my current apartment is the longest I've 
ever spent at one address. So as a root
less cosmopolitan, and, worse, o ne from 
that most hellish of all places, Ontario , 
I have almost no sympathy with or com
prehension of these movies - flot just 
John and the Missus, but the Ameri
can farm movies like Country and The 
River. What's so great about a tiny vi l
lage at the ass end of an econo mically 
depressed province? What's so great 
about a farm that belo nged to your 
great grandaddy. Just because your kin 
are buried there, it 's no reason to jump 
into the grave with them. 

Which brings us to an essential 
hypocrisy of John and the Missus. 
Gordon Pinsent left Newfoundland, the 
press notes tell us, in 1948, at the age of 
18. That is, he left the Rock before it 
was a part of Canada and before he was 
old enough to vote. If you want to w rite 
about film (and make a living at it), it 
doesn 't make any sense for me to live in 
Saskatoon. If the mine closes up, and 
you're a miner, you'd better move 
somewhere with a working mine. The 
history of man on this planet - of life on 
this planet - is that you adapt or you 
die. Dinosaurs aren 't especially sym
pathetic figures, and neither, really, is 
John Munn. 

The operative comparison, I suppose, 
is w ith Mike and Andy Jones, who 
knocked themselves out for almost a 
decade to make The Adventures of 
Faustus Bidgood, which is a movie 
about Newfoundland with a sense of 
humour ( the "humour" in John and 
the Missus involves sniggering at the 
conjugal passion of the newlyweds, an 
old joke) and without any false nostal
gia for a bucolic past that probably 
never looked half as clean as Frank 

ill Tidy's Cinematography makes it out to 
~ be. (Hell, people of Scots-Irish heritage 
I in a small community isolated fro m the 

mainstream? Two more generations, 
o and they would have looked like the 
2 road company of Deliverance.) 

t--=-----:---::::---:-:--::----:--:---;-:--:--;::----:--:--:--:-:-:--........ == ....... ----. .:.~ a. John and the Missus is well-crafted 
eGordon Pinsent is the John and Jackie Burroughs is the Missus profeSSionally acted, and is honest, sin: 

could really offend anyone. (Actually, 
One Magic Christmas offended the 
hell out of me - there 's Mary Steen
burgen, depressed and anti-Santa, a sane 
island of integrity in her economically 
afflicted but nonetheless cheerful fum-

. iJy, so Santa sends a 'Christmas arrget to 
teach her to count her bleSSings. HoW' 

. does he teach , her that she should' be 
happier? By killing her husband and 
children. Jesus!) 

Vladimir . Nabokov once wrote ' that 
few things are more exhilarating than 
philistine vulgarity, and that is a qualjty 
that O'Brian's films utterly lack (It was 
exceptionally interesting to see Philip . 
Borsos' non-O'Brian feature, The Mean 
Season, in this light - now there 's a pic
ture with some zap.) 

Which brings us, in a roundabout 
way, to John and the Missus. Written 
by Gordon Pinsent, starring Gordon 
Pinsent, directed by Gordon Pinsent, 
based on a novel by Gordon Pinsent, it 
is the story of John Munn, a man who 
lives in a godforsaken corner of New
foundland with his wife. (The missus is 
played by Jackie Burroughs, who has lit-

tie to do but be w ise and supportive. 
Burroughs is one of this country's great 
and lunatic talents, and she deserves 
much better.) His son is cOming back 
home with his new bride. He's going to 
,Join his dad down the mine Which is the 
town's sole economic base. H,ow. Green· 
was Your Outpon then, Gordon Pin- ' 
sent? 

B,Ut into this quasi-idyllic eiistence 
'comes harsh 'eco~omic reality~'d ~e 
evil government, wanting to dose 
.down the mine (it doesn't · tiave any' 
.copper left) .and uproot the town, it 
being 1963 and the begiiming of the 
closing of the outports. Now John, 
whose family was among the town 
founders , isn't going t-o take this lying 
down, no sirree. He makes angry 
speeches. When someone tells him the 
town's dead, he lashes back "Then so 
are we?" and accuses the government of 
wanting him to die among strangers. 

I may be the wrong person to review 
this film - I spent my childhood being 
dragged over half of North America as 
my father got transferred from place to 
place - southern OntariO, New Jersey, 

cere and bloody dull. The Adventures 
of Faustus Bidgood is lunatic , sloppy, 
technically impossible, and suffers from 
extremely peculiar continuity. Guess 
which one is a better film. Now guesS 
which one will win lots of awards. 

Joh,R· Harkness • 

JOHN AND mE: MISSuS' d G';rdon Pin, 
t Sent sc, Gordon Pinsem, based on his novel p . Peter 

O'Brjarl. John Huntq bec p. Peter O'Bri~n co-exec 
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tlon. colour 35mm running time 90 minutes. 
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Fran~ois Labontes 

Henri 

F 
ran~ois Labonte's Henri is about 
the reunification of a family after it 
has been split apart by tragedy. The 

story is a good one, filled with emotion, 
humour and a laudable sort of righte· 
ousness, i.e. the good guys do come out 
on top, love and caring are important, 
and things do work out in the end. 

F 

The story revolves around Henri 
(I~ric Brisebois), and his relationships 
with a despondent father, younger sis' 
ter, teachers, classmates, and in a sense, 
the world at large. 

Henri's mother has recently been kilo 
led in a boating accident that forced his 
father, Joseph Oacques Godin) to 
choose between saving his nine· year· 
old daughter, Liliane, and his wife. He 
managed to rescue liliane. That choice 
haunts him, adding to the emotional 
loss he is suffering, making him morose, 
irritable and seemingly indifferent to 
life. Logically, the family has fallen apart, 
with just Henri strugg1ing to maintain 
some semblance of continuity in family 
life. 

Symbolically, Joseph has locked the 
door to the bedroom he shared with the 
dead woman, turning it into a kind of 
shrine no one may enter. He sleeps on 
the couch in front of the televiSion, 
drinks and broods. liliane has been in 
the hospital since the accident, more 
for emotional reasons than physical. Be· 
lieving she will die before her father 
will reclaim her, at one point she ex· 
plains her feeling to Henri·· that their 
father looks at her as though she has no 
right to live. For his part, Joseph , unable 
to cope with the reminder Lili em· 
bodies, has resigned himself to the 
thought that she is better off in the 
hospital. 

The outcome of the fllm and the reo 
solution of this situation is fairly trans· 
parent from the outset. The agitation 
between Henri and his father must 
reach a peak, and it does, which snaps 
Joseph out of his stupor. 

The turn· around comes as a result of 
Henri's pasSion for running. He runs 
everywhere -- not for competition, not 
for sport, just for the sake of running. 
Our first glimpse of his character, in 
'real· story' time, is his daily early-morn
ing run across the picturesque village of 
Ste-Marie de Beauce to visit Liliane at 
the hospital. Henri is apparently a loner 
who needs to run as a kind of catharsis. 
Roch Chabot, (Claude Gauthier), the 

; local garage-owner/mechanic, is Henri's 
i$ surrogate-father/friend, and recognizes 

in Henri something of himself at the 
same age as he explains that Henri runs 
because he is just "too full". 

Henri ultimately defies his father to 
run in the village marathon, beats his 
arch-enemy, the school principal, and 
proves himself a hero. The night before 
the race, after the crucial confrontation 
between Henri and his father, the shell 
Joseph has built around himself cracks 
somewhat too quickly to believe. H~ 
appears at the race with Lili, and as 
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Henri stumbles across the finish line, 
the family reunites in a joyful embrace. 

The ending is too conveniently for· 
tuitous, but forgivable because the film 
has carefully built enough identification 
between viewer and character. We 
really want Henri to win, so it doesn't 
seem so important that, when he does, 
it is rather silly. 

Henri is a visually pretty film, adding 
to the story's entertaining quality. The 
camera concentrates on faces, and the 
film is full of fascinating ones. It also 
plays up the beauty of the village of Ste· 
Marie de Beauce and the Chaudiere val· 
ley which in themselves become 
another character. 

The opening scenes are a recreation 
of the aCCident, giving the viewer the 
needed background information with a 
pleasing change from such drastic filmic 
conventions as strange dissolves or fish· 
eye distortion. From a very long wide 
shot of the village, the camera tracks in 
very slow as the scene blanches from 
stunning autumn colours to black and 
white, then cuts to the people talking 
and pointing at the river. The event is 
acted out minus colour and voices, just 
a musical score that punctuates the 
sense of trauma. When the men drag· 
ging the river finally locate the body 
and begin to haul it up, the action cuts 
back to colour and 'present' time. It is 
an effective and visually interesting way 
of flashing back. 

Much of Henri's solidity arises out of 
its truth in its creation of personalities 
and relationships. Some of its most ap' 
pealing moments occur between Henri 
and his peers. The scenes in the class
room, locker· room, and on the school 
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bus which Henri ends up racing against, 
are credible representations of high· 
school life and the interactions it fos
ters. 

While I enjoyed this film and believe 
it is a sample of solid, straightforward 
movie entertainment, I think it has 
some inherent problems. There are 
some uncomfortable incongruities be· 
tween what Henri portends to be and 
what it is. 

The central character, the hero, is un· 
doubtedly Henri. The viewer is drawn 
into his life, his teen· aged world. In its 
story· line and characterization, Henri 
is a teen movie. But there are certain 
production elements that do not up' 
hold this orientation. 

It is full of picturesque long takes and 
is shot mostly with a slow-moving, at 
times even lyrical camera that will 
probably pass right over a teen audio 
ence which, generally speaking, has 
been raised on rock videos and space· 
invaders. For example, when Henri and 
Rock take to the dunes in an off·road 
vehicle, the camera keeps a leisurely 
pace and distance. Rather than a gritty, 
fast-paced active and exciting moment 
that would be more appreciated by a 
young audience, it induces a feeling of 
a moment out of time, with the em· 
phasis falling on the sense of union be· 
tween the two friends. 

I had the same feeling about the mus
ical score, - while it is enjoyable, it feels 
all wrong for the film. At times it con· 
notes a humour that is inappropriate 
and acts like the voice of an adult look· 
ing upon an adolescent situation that 
mustn't really be taken seriously. 

These are serious flaws if the film was 

.Yvon Ponton, Claude Gauthier and Eric Brisebois as Henri 
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intended for a teen-aged audience, and 
with a 15 year· old protagonist, it's dif
ficult to imagine who else it was in
tended for. In other words, the style of 
Henri seems to contradict its content 
to its detriment. 

Hopefully, Henri will prove me 
wrong and find its audience, because, 
despite some hokeyness and a tendency 
towards sentimentality, I like the 
characters, the story and visual quality 
Labonte has produced. 

Jamie Gaetz. 

HENRI p. Claude Bonin assoc. p. Suzanne 
Henault. Jacques Bonin d . Fran~ois Labonte ' sc. 
dialogue Jacques Jacob d.o.p. Michel Caron art d. 
Jean· Baptiste Tard ed. Andre Corriveau music Denis 
Larochelle sd. Alain Comeau musical d. Marcel 
Pothier 1st a.d. Alain "Lino" Chartrand 2nd a .d. Nor· 
bert Dufour casting d. extras Richard Vachon cont. 
Monique Champagne trainee Sandrine Fayos 1 st assL 
cam Daniel Vincelette 2nd asSL cam. Christiane 
Guernon gaffer Marc Charlebois elec. Jean· Marc 
Hebert asst. elec. Stephane Picard key grip Serge 
Grenier grip Michel Bertrand musical rec. and mix 
Studio Jean Sauvageau boom Philippe Scultety sd. ed. 
Marcel Pothier. Claude Langlois asst. sd. mV< Myriam 
Poirier. Antoine Morin post-synch co-ord Marielle 
Gaudreau post-synch assts. Normand Belanger. 
Maude Jacques. Daniel Vincent set dec. Michete 
Forest props exterior Jean Labreque set props 
Daniel Huysmans ouvriers Clement Dulac. Raymond 
Dulac cost design Blanche-Danielle Boileau ward. 
Pierre Perrault . Francesca Chamberland dresser Luc 
Ie Flaguais make·upDiane Simard add. sd. 
Dominique Chartrand asSL add. sd. Louis Marion sd. 
re·rec. Jocelyn Caron mix. Joe Grimaldi. Dino Pigat 
p . man. Suzanne Henaut asst. prod. man. Ginetle 
Guillard loco man. Mario Nadeau prod co-ord 
Micheline Cadieux sec. Nicole Bernier. Diane Gagnon 
prod. assts Lucie Bouliane. Martin Dubois. Pierre 
Guillard prod. acc. Daniel Demers asst. prod acC. 
Louise Dupre pub. Daniele Papineau-Couture et 
Communipresse stills. Bertrand Carriere add. 
photog Philippe Scultety l.p. Eric Brisebois. Jacques 
Godin. Lucie Laurier. Marthe Turgeon. Claude Gaulh
ier. Yvan Ponton. Julien Poulin. Kim Yaroshevskaya 
colour 35mm running time: 91 min. 20 sec. 
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Allan Eastman's 

Crazy Moon 

The French do it. The Americans 
flaunt it. The Russians have been 
caught at it and the British certainly 

aren't above it. So why is it such an un
bearably tawdry spectacle when Cana
dians make a lousy film? 

Maybe it's because ftlm-Iovers in 
those other countries can point to the 
likes of Renoir, Ford, Eisenstein and 
Hitchcock and contrast their works of 
genius with the tripe oflesser lights; but 
Canadians are afforded no such luxury. 
So few feature ftlms have been made in 
this country that, should one ever make 
it to theatrical distribution (does Cana
da lead the world in undistributed ta..x
shelter-write-off movies?), it has to bear 
up to greater critical scrutiny than 
would a forgettable effort from another 
country. 

'Forgettable effort' would be a charit
able - no, make that a generous - de
scription of Crazy Moon. The ftlm is so 
awkward and amateurish that it could 
have been offered up during the good 
old days of Monster, Horror, Chiller 
Theatre. Oooh, that's scary kids. Just 
when you thought it was safe to go back 
to the movies. 

Kiefer Sutherland plays a .. . well, what 
does he play anyway? He's supposed to 
be a bright, sensitive, but marginal 
youth, out of synch with the '80s. He 
photographs excrement, pines for his 
absent mother and fears water. You can 
just sense that screenwriters Tom Berry 
and Stefan Wodoslawsky thumbed a 
pop psychology primer, looking for in
teresting defects that could give Suther
land's character substance. They came 
up a closetful of neuroses short. 

One major problem is that Sutherland 
has nothing to do. He spends most of his 
time courting a deaf girl (Vanessa Vau
ghan) and enduring the rigors of sibling 
rivalry. That's it. And, though Suther
land looks like a good actor, it's only be
cause he resembles his father. 

Both Sutherland, ftls, and Vaughan are 
hurt by the leaden directing of Allan 
Eastman. Vaughan is continually obliged 
to 'react' with a demure smile every 
time Sutherland does something goofy, 
which is often. His character is so out
of-date that even to call him a nerd 
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eKiefer Sutherland gets wild and crazy in wet Moon 

would make him seem too modern. 
He's either a goof or a goon, take your 
piCk. 

The filmmakers are constantly under
cutting their own good intentions. 
Sutherland is locked into an apparently 
marginal mind, and he falls for an osten
Sibly handicapped woman. The parallels 
of psychic & physical pain are obvious, 
and not without potential. Unfortu
nately, every time that Sutherland 
opens his mouth, he utters such 
banalities that it is impossible to care 
for Miss Vaughan's efforts to draw him 
out. 

Vaughan's character wants to travel 
all)ne to Europe. Presumably, this could 
be somewhat difficult for a deaf person, 
but the writers do nothing with this. No 
obstacles on her way there, no sense of 
what she might face . Who can identity 
with her achievement? 

If Sutherland's and Vaughan's charac
ters are lacking development, then the 
other players must have gone to the 
Consolidated-Bathhurst school of act
ing. As flat and inanimate as cardboard: 
a dime-store imitation of Karl Malden as 
the father and a Sigmund Freud cum In
spector Clousseau aberration as the 
psychiatrist. Performances not for the 
squeamish. 
Th~ soundtrack is so awfut that you 

can't even joke about it. In a film about 
an uncommunicative boy who meets a 
deaf girl, the music clearly takes on 
greater meaning. Or should. Woody 
Allen can make New York more vibrant 
than ever with the dated sounds of Ger
shwin and Dorsey, but the makers of 
Crazy Moon dug up some dreary tinkl
ing that might have been Muzak except 
that it was written before the invention 
of the elevator. 

• 
The Cinematography is also stagger

ingly bad. This crew wouldn't know an 
original camera angle if they were in
vited to go dancing on Lionel Richie's 
ceiling. 

Finally, the only thing that does get a 
sympathetic laugh in this movie is the 
use of a mannequin in a motorcycle 
sidecar. Very fitting that a dummy can 
steal a scene from the 'live' actors in the 
film . 

The fact remains that, contrary to the 
situation of French-Canadians, or Au
stralians, there is no daunting barrier 
(save the attainability of a green card) 
to keep English-Canadians from going 
to Hollywood. Therefore , an otherwise 
healthy talent pool gets drained, and the 
only bodies left to mount a purely 
dOf!1estic show are the second-raters. 
Hence, we get the likes of Crazy Moon. 
In the year of Le Declin de l'empire 
americain, it's a truly pathetic offering 
from the country's other principal lin
guistic and cultural group. 

Stan Shatenstein • 

CRAZYMOON p_ Tom Berry and Stefan Wodos
laws!..)' d_ Allan Eastman sc_ Tom Berry and Stefan 
Wodoslawsky line p. Franco Battista art d_ Guy. 
Lalande d_o_p_ Savas Kalogeras ed_ Franco Battista. 
orig. mus comp and arrang_ Lou Forestieri casting 
Diane Polley and Elite Productions asSL d. John 
Rainey prod_ man. Michel Martin prod. co-ord 
Elisabeth-Ann Gimber studio admin Marie Tonto
Donati cam op_ Susan Trow loc. sd_ rec_ Yves Gen
dron sd. ed. Andre Galbrand dialogue ed. Wajtek 
lQis conL Joanne H~ood make-up Tom Booth 
props Claude Charbonneau ward Sylvie Krasker un
derwater and 2nd unit cam Georges Archambault 
titles Val Teodori Additional Story Conc and research. 
Jeff Rosen sign lang_ coach Barry Cooney unit pub_ 
Sally Bochner loc. man_ Donald Brown gaffer Fran
<;ois Warot best boy Claude Pothier bs e1ec. Mike 
Slobod.zian key grip Robert Lapierre grip Michel 
Caron assL cam Rene Daigle loader clapper Naomi 
Wise boom Thierry Morlaas and Hubert Mace de Gas
tines 2nd assL d. Pierre Houle 3rd asst d_ Pacal Bon
niere prod. sec_ Josee Lachance asst art d. Richard 
Tasse assL props Real Baril asSL ward_ Tamara De· 
verell assL make-up Coleen Quinton 1st piCL assem 
Glenn Berman asst. pict. and sd_ ed_Jean- Pierre Viau 
extra grip elec. Guy Bissonnette and Christopher 
Reusing craft service_ Janet cavanaugh prod. asst. 
Raynald Lavoie. Marie Ghislaine Cr<'tier. Andre St- Ar
nault.Jennifer Robertson. Pierre ArChambault. Karl Ar
chambault. Jacky McClintock. Sylvie Fortin and Mark 
Collette stills Piroska Mihalka extra mae-up Martin 
Menard photog. Paul Cowan (Rock concert) 
steadicam op Christian Duguay asst cam Simon Leb
lanc and Stefan Nitoslawski post prod co-ord Grace 
A vrith Foley Artist Andy Malcolm Foley rec. Louis 
Hone sd. re- rec Hans Peter Strobl and Adrian Croll 
neg. cuL Arlene Sawyer color timing Gordon 
Wallbank neg_ and rush insp_ Barbara Hutchison 
sync rushes Stephen Reizes and Kevin Smith film 
processing by the National Film Board of Canada 
video mast. Philippe Vandette orig, mus, rec_ at 
Studio St-Charles mus_ Engineer Roger Rhodes l.p_ 
Kiefer Sutherland. Vanessa Vaughan. Peter Spence. 
Ken Pogue. Eve Napier. Sean McCann. Bronwen Man
tei. Terri Hawkes. Harry Hill. BarbaraJones. Eddie Roy. 
Sheena Larkin. Chantal Condor, Carla Napier. Tara 
O·Donnell. Andrea Robinson. Joanne Meath. Michael 
Duguay. Rodney Gorchinsky. Rational Youth. Tracy 
Howe. Kevin Breit. Jim MacDonald. Owen Tennyson. 
Rick Joudrey. Produced with the financial participa
tion of private investors. Telefilm canada and CFCF 
Television. colour 35mm running time 89 min. 17 
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Gaston Ancelovici's 

Recits d'une 
guerre 
quotidienne 

I
f. as lonesco wrote on Kafka, the Ab
surd is that which has no purpose or 
goal, General Pinochet's regime in 

Chile is not absurd. Its goal is c learly the 
consolidation, maintenance, and exten
sion of power. The society \yhich such 
a regime engenders is, however, illogi
cal and unreasonable. It has no rational 
or orderly relationship to people's lives. 
Gaston Ancelovici 's Recits d'une 
guerre quotidienne (loosely trans
lated as Stories of an Everyday War), co
produced by the National Film Board 
with Les Amis de la cinematheque 
Chilienne, depicts a country whose 
government is engaged in a war with 
the civil population, a society ,vhere 
people can be arrested and killed over
night for no reason, a society that 
spends its resources on arms " 'hile the 
people it's supposed to serve starve. An
celovici, a Chilean exile living in Cana· 
da, shows that Chileans live their daily 
life in the midst of the absurd. . 

"Confronted with this reality, I can't 
remain silent," says a young man in the 
film. "We ha\'e to speak, we have to 
fight ." Recits is the contribution of its 
cast and crew to that fight. 

The film begins with grainy footage of 
helicopters, smoke, and the sound of 
firearms. Carabinieri are chasing after 
civilians. A woman is running, holding 
her child by the hand. A policeman 
overtakes them and they are led to the 
paddywagon where other policeman 
await. One is holding a huge Doberman. 
As mother and child are about to enter 
the vehicle, the beast lunges at the 
child. There's a freeze· frame of the 
dog's paw on the child's shoulder, the 
film's title appears and the scene is set 
for the stories of everyday war that are 
to follow. 

A stanza from a poem that urges 
people to "Write your name on the 
walls of my city," is superimposed over 
the film 's first images. The quote is ap· 
propriate - anonymous yet public, graf· 
fiti are often the only means by which 
those denied a voice can articulate and 
make known their oppression. Recits 
attempts both to contextualize the need 
for this wall and to be that wall, at the 
same time giving some people the op· 
portunity to spray out their grievances. 

In Recits Ancelovici exposes and 
subverts the regime. He continuously 
juxtaposes the pomp, grandiosity, sym· 
metry and affluence of the state to the 
poverty, denigration and chaos that en· 
gulfs the· populace. He even talks to an 
expert to give us the facts and figures 
necessary to understand the context in 
which people in Chile live. But it is the 
individuals with real names and un· 
forgettable faces, not asbstract ideas, 
who charge the film with emotion and 
conviction. It is they who make it a un· 
iquely moving experience. 

(In 1984, Ancelovici, with the Cine
Ojo collective, produced Chile, I 
Don't Invoke your Name in Vain, 
screened at the 1985 World Film Festi· 
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val in Montreal . It examines the struc· 
tures of oppression and o rganized res is· 
tence to the state in greater detail than 
Recits.) 

Ancelovi interviews priests, house· 
wives, a professor, an actor, an ex· 
police' officer, a memher of the regime 
and o thers. For the most part they are 
simple people . But they get before the 
camera as if they had an overwhelming 
need to speak, to unburden themselves 
of what they know, to bear witness to 
the absurdity in which the)' live, to tes· 
tify that it continues to exist and reo 
mains unacceptable. 

Recits clearly articulates one of the 
major effects of life in the absurd - the 
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effect it has o n language . The official 
discourse is an Orwellian mutation. 
"We represe nt the dictatorship of 
democracy,,, says Pinochct, "We are 
celebrating ten years of tranquility," 
"We are fighting a war - we are fighting 
for liberty." "The left has no morality .. 
the state , education, religion, all is fair 
game to them." Pi nochet's rantings are 
juxtaposed to scenes such as the one in 
which a French priest speaks in a room 
surrounded by photos of his initiate as 
he was found , shot through the back of 
his head by the police as he read , a 
clump of hair pierced by a bullet resting 
on a bloodied bible. The priest tells us 
that you don't have to draw blood to kill 
a man. Though his parishioners often 
engage in physical battle with the 
police in hi s sub· proletariat parish, the 
worst killers are hunger an d cold. 

The official discourse and social fac· 
to rs have debased language. Ana, a mid· 
dle· aged woman, talking about her 
lover who has disappeared, fumbles 
With, "He was ... He is," befo re telling us, 
"One can't even con jugate verbs any· 
more ." Language has become ineffec· 
tual as a means of expression. Worse, 
words have been used to falsify, distort 
and invert so much that language has 
become something to be wary of. 

• 
Much of the power of the film comes 

from the realization that Recits is are· 
cord of people telling their truths. Since 
words can 't be trusted, one has to see to 
believe. Thus, faces, gestures, surround· 
ings, the conviction with which they 
speak, all reinforce the words to convey 
meaning. People may refuse to believe 
what is happening in Chile but they 
can 't look anyone in the eye and say 
these people are liars. 

for the interviewees even to get in 
front of the camera calls for great bravo 
ery. (Since the film was made, the priest 
was deported and the actor was killed.) 
For Recits even to exist is an affirma· 
tion of hope - people would not risk 
their lives appearing in the film if they 
did not have faith in a future that will be 
different. Recit's greatness lies in reach· 
ing into the chaos of Chile, and through 
the conviction of a few admirable indio 
viduals, articulating and embodying a 
simple , universal message of courage 
and hope. 

Jose Arroyo. 

RECITS D'UNE GUERRE QUO
TIDIENNE Co-produced by The Nation
al Film Board of Canada and Les Amis de la cine
matheque Chilienne a film by Gaston Ancelovici. 
Jaime Barrios. Rene Davila d. Gaston Ancelovici d.o.p. 
Peter Leblanc ed. Lorenzo del Vecchio add. footage 
Pablo Solas. Diego Charron sd. Michael Bronson sd. 
ed. Gilles Quintal sd. fx. Vital Millette asst. ed. rene 
Davila narration Cynthia Brown sd. mb< Adrian Croll 
co·ord Edouard Davidovici admin Jacqueline Rivest 
asst admin. Gaetan Martel sec. Jo hanne Cappuccilli 
prod. Gaston Ancelovici. Jacques Vallee. Jaime Bar
rios, Dario Pulgar songs interp. by Lilia Santos ".Ie 
t 'aime" by M. Benedetti . A. Favero. "Cam bomba du 
questionneur" by M . Capella, " En chantant, tu revien
dras" by M. Capella music. arrang. Rodrigo Villaseca 
music. themes "Je t 'aime" by M. Benedetti. A. Favero 
"Je te nomme, Libert';" by P. Eluard. G. Pagliaro 
themes into by Tim Moran. Luisa Bustamante. Diane 
Orso n. Rodrigo Vi llaseca extract from theatre piece 
"Printemps avec un COin brise" by M. Benedetti 
adapted and interpreted by Groupe Ictus French. 
trans . A.G Leco rps French voices Manuel Aranguiz, 
Reiean Roy. Christiane Raymond. Jocelyn Berube. 
Moniqu e Be lisle, Gilbert Sicone. Monique Mousseau , 
Guy l1lauvette. The film was made possible thanks to, 

Comission Chilienne des dro its de I'homme. Habitants 
de la Victoria. Association des famiUes de detenus·dis· 
parus. Maidon de la culture de La Legua, Groupe Ictus, 
Mouvement contre la torture Sebastion Acevedo Fasic. 
( Fo ndatio n d'aide sociale des eglises chre tiennes. 
Thanks to Association du 21 juin (France). Alterna· 
tive Media Network (USA), Film Transit (Canada) 
color I 6 mm ninning time 59 min 
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George Mihalka's 

The Blue 
Man 

F 

George Mihalka's The Blue Man 
seems to be Canada's answer to 
such American fIlms as Paul 

Schrader's remake of Cat People and 
Tony Scott's The Hunger. Instead of 
the vampires or menacing felines fea
tured in the earlier films, this story deals 
with astral travellers who become 
spiritual vampires in order to continue 
their timeless existence. 

At the center of the story is Paul 
Sharpe (Winston Rekert) , a director of 
T V commercials who is fed up with 
both his work and his family , and only 
finds pleasure in his experiments with 
astral projection - the ability, we are 
told, to leave the confines of ~.c body 
and enter the free world of the soul. 
Things, however, start going wrong 
when both Paul's doctor and father-in
law are killed in a most gruesome way 
as a result of Paul's flights of fancy . The 
worst part of it though , is that Paul isn't 
able to remember the dreams w hich 
caused the deaths and doesn't seem 
able to control the destination of his 
astral form during sleep. 

Perplexed and confused, Paul goes to 
see Janus (Karen Black), a mysterious 
dancer and ex-junkie who had first in
troduced him to the wonderful world of 
astral projection. She tells him that he is 
just confused by his new-found powers, 
and that everything will turn out just 
fine . 

Obviously, everything isn't "just fine" 
and Kauffman Oohn Novak) , the police 
detective assigned to the case, knows it. 
Kauffman has a strong feeling that Paul 
is somehow connected to the mysteri
ous deaths, and starts looking into his 
past. He discovers that seven years ear
lier, Paul had made a documentary 
called Wandering Souls, a film which 
told the story of two supposed astral 
travellers who, periodically, are in 
search of new host bodies. 

At this pOint, Paul doesn't really know 
what's going on, Kauffman ( although 
justifiably confused) has been able to 
put most of the clues into place , and the 
audience has the whole thing already fi
gured out. If the real point of a thriller 
is to keep you on your toes until the 
closing credits, then one during which 
you can predict the ending two third, 
of the ,,-ay through cannot be consi
dered entirely successful. 

Certain sequences in The Blue Man, 
especially at the beginning, are quite ef
fec tive and enshroud those sec tions of 
the film in a suitably chilling atmos
phere. But as the plot thickens (or more 
accurately, coagulates ), the stylish ef
fects which are too few and far be
twee~ in the first place. do little to help 
thaw out the proceedings. 

The premise of the film is of course a 
~illy one, but a certain amount of ten
sio~ and intelligence ,,-ould have gone a 
long ,,-ay to make the ftlm more effec· 
ti ve. Certainly. the stiff dialogue be
tween many of the minor characters 
can largely be excused, but the lack of 
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urgency in every major character's por
trayal points to the general ineptness at 
work here . After all, if none of these 
people have the appearance of caring in 
the least whether they live or die, there 
isn't much reason why we should 
either. 

Greg Clarke • 

THE BLUE MAN New Century Productions 
Ltd. Buck Houghton p. Pie ter Kroonenbu rg exec. p. 
Nicolas Clermont. David J- Patterson special asst. to 
P. K. .Julie Allan d. George Mihalka prod. man. Luc 
Campeau prod. co-ord Patricia Cahill unit man. Jef· 
frey S. Bessner 1st a.d. Mike Williams 2nd a.d. Nick 
Rose cont. Joanne Harwood prod asst. Jean- Pierre 
Fauteux. Ken Banks . .Jean-Marin Basley ace be Manon 
Bougie-Boyer art d . John Meighen set dresser Skip 
Hobbs prop buyer Donna Noonan set props Fran
<;ois Gascon art dept prod. asst. Andre Guimond 
store master Maurice Tremblay painter Ross Mac · 
Kay cost. design Paul ·Andre Guerin ward .mist. 
Clai re Garneau make-up Charles Carter h~Jr Henri 
Khouzam <Lo.p. Paul Van der Linden cam op. Christ· 
ian Duguay 1st. a.d. Paul Gravel 2nd a.d. IIharten 
Kroonenburg sd. mix. Gabor Vadnay boom Pi erre 
Blain key grip Andre Ouelette grip Philippe Palu gaf
fer Jean-Paul Houle best boy Luc Marineau elec. 
Yvan Benard. Steven Hunt spfx Jacques Godbout spfx 
make-up Edward French spfx - rigging Matt Vogel 
ed. Nick Rotundo asst. ed. Peter cooke casting Elite 
Casting storyboard artist Jean·Fran,ois Kelahear 
stills photog Piroshka Mihalka books Lilian Parth
eniou. Nancy Partheniou Nathali e Laporte compo op. 
Ro nald Gilbert .I f dog trainer Jane Conway asst. to 
Halle Conway George Martin colour 35mm run
ning time 87 min . 

Daniele J. Suissa's 

The Morning 
Man 

D
aniele ]. Suissa's The Morning 
Man is based on a true story. Paul 
Nadeau , a young criminal con

victed on 22 charges of armed robbery, 
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escapes from jail to prove to himself 
that he can walk the straight and narrow 
path. He then becomes a successful 
morning man for a radio station in Len
noxville, Quebec, and on the first an
niversary of his escape, turns himself in. 
Unfortunately, though the story is ripe 
with cinematic possibilities, they re
main unrealized. 

The major problem with The Morn
ing Man lies in the way the title role is 
written. According to the film , Nadeau , 
a nice middle-class boy, turned to 
armed robbery for the thrill. Why he 
chose armed 'robbery instead of sex, 
drugs or aerobic exercise, more com
mon middle-class stimulants, is never 
explained. The way Nadeau is depicted 
- strong, smart, motivated and oh-so
nice - they could all have been inter
changeable choices. 

His criminal past aside, Nadeau has 
no flaws of character . Obstacles are laid 
in his path only to be surmounted. The 
same discipline and sureness that made 
him an excellent bank robber now 
make him a model of self- rehabilitation. 
Nadeau's Achilles' heel is supposed to 
be his circle of friends, a sure lure back 
into a life of crime. But it is presented as 
helpful ( they give him money, a new so
cial insurance number, time) and no 
more than a minor nuisance (they are 
total failures in their attempts to seduce 
or pressure him )_ Since Nadeau has no 
weaknesses to confront, no thing can 
swerve him from the path to righteous
ness. Frankly, he's a bore. 

Daniele ]. Suissa, the director, is 
widely experienced in theatre and tele
vision but The Morning Man is her 
first theatrical feature . And it shows. 
Shot mostly in close-ups and medium 
long shots, The Morning Man looks 
like a TV movie. One is also very con
scious that everything in the film has 
been 'staged'. The action takes place 
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mostly in interiors, whether it be inside 
jails, apartments, or cars. Places are 
used as mere settings in which the ac
tors can exchange dialogue. 

The film really begs for a sense of 
milieu that is just not there. This may 
have something to do with the weird 
hybridization that occurs when one 
shoo ts a modern-day Quebecois folk 
story in English. The language, the turn 
of phrase, the distinctness of place, all 
these things that immediately create a 
background for characters in Que
becois films are missing. Nothing is 
made of Nadeau (played by Bruno 
Doyon with a heavily accented English 
that doesn't help his line readings) fai 
ling in love with Kate Johnson, a WASP 
doctor played by Kerrie Keane. The film 
feels strangely dislocated. 

Suissa uses no 'establishing shots'. 
Though a more experienced director 
could have turned this into an asset, she 
just leaves the audience disoriented. 
We get a very limited sense of where 
the characters are, where they want to 
go or where they are actually heading. 
A good example is the escape scene at 
the beginning of the film. Suissa does 
not give us a longshot of the jail the 
convicts are escaping. Thus we don't 
know if it 's difficult, if they're heading in 
the right direction, or what their 
chances of making it are . The scene 
lacks tension. Though it's clear that 
Suissa is more interested in the psycho
logy of her characters than in suspense, 
I don't see any reason for mucking up 
scenes like this one - not fully explOit
ing action scenes that are dictated by 
the story do not make us better under
stand the characters. 

Rene Verzier, (who's justly been 
nominated for a Genie as best cine
matographer for his work here), has 
shot The MOrning Man in pastel blues, 
greys and dirty whites and it looks 
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great. But neither this, a very good 
score by Diane Juster, o r the very 
charismatic acting of Kerrie Keane and 
Bruno Doyon can keep the film from 
being one long yawn. 

If you're thinking of waking up to this 
morning man, don't bother. It will send 
you right back to sleep. 

Jose Arroyo • 

THE MORNING J\1AN ,\n SO,\ Pwliuc·tion, 
limited Presentation in .lss('lckuion "llh _, th i.' mes 
e..'"(ec. p. Fran\ois Champagne p . C:tSton Cousineau , 
Daniele J. Suissa d . Danide .I , Suiss., sc. Clarke \\ alhee 
d.o.p. Rene Verzier t"ds. ,"Yes L'lngloi :-. , ,k .ln Lepage 
orig. mus. score Dime Juster arrangenlenL'" :\'nf
mand R0gr:r, Denis L Ch anr.lnu cO- ixd T ) "cu t[ 
stunt teanl ~tarCL1 Bianco. John Go:u, Teu HJoi3n. 
Jamie Jones. John :'\orn1.lnd. Dand R'gby, Rnn \'anh.lr! 
line p. ~I oniq ue H \ kSSH:'f prod. nlan. D.lOiel LI lllt ... 

prod. ace. .\Iuriel lizt" a. .. st. prod. ace. Lxnn G .\r
cand prod. co· ord ~llchellOe C.,dieux prod. sec. 
Johann" St· Arnauld dire,lOr', personal ,,-'st. ~'lichel 
St·Pierre 1st a.d. ~lireille Go ulet 2nd a.d. Pierre Plan· 
te cont. Johanne Pregent . \I nnique Champagne cont. 
!rainee \Iarie· Ther,,,e Brouill.lrJ dialogue sup . . \le· 
xander .-\.ry art d. Charles Dunlop, Fran c;ols "eguin 
asst. art d . L)lln Trout set dec. ,J ean· Baptiste Tard . 
Gill", .\ird set dresser .\lichele Fo rest . Philippe 
Chnalier asst. set dresser Jean ubrecque. GIlIsI J lOe 
Grenon prop master Denis Hamel asst props Anne 
Grandbois spfx Ryal Cosgrove. John \X 'alsh draftsman 
Michael Dnine art dept. asst. ~I ary L\= Drachman 
scenic painter TristJ.fl Tandino labo urer Sidney 
Leger vehicle co-ord Reg .\\assey , ~Iaunce Chare;t 
cost. design Nicole!!a Masso ne ward Francesca 
Chamberland. Caterina Chamberland make·up 
.\Iarie· Angele Breitoer· Pro tat asst. make·up Christ · 
iane Fatton hair Gaetan :'\oiseux 1st asst. cam Denis 
Gingras 2nd assL cam. Jean·Jacques GerYais 2nd. 
cam. op. Louis de Ernsted. Daniel Jobin , Serge 
Ladouceur 2nd. cam. assts Paul Graye\. Christiane 
Guemon. Pierre Duceppe. Jacques Bernier, S\'I\'ie Ro· 
senthal. set photog PirosKa MihaJka cam. ' trainee 
Claude Beauchamp sd. Serge Beachemin boom 
lllierry Hoffman unit man. Mario Nadeau loc. man. 
Richard Lalonde assL loc. man. Jose!!e Gauthier 
prod. ass1. Lucie BouUane. Norbert Dufour, Martin 
DuboiS. Benoit Mathieu. Fran<;ois Fauteux craft ser· 
vice Janet Cavanagh driver Christian Flue t prod. 
!rainee Marie·Louise uuner gaffer Jacques Fortier 
elec. Gilles Fortier . Claude Fortier key grip .\Ii chel 
Periard grips Jean Trudeau, Pierre Charpent ier , Syl· 
vain ubrecque gen op. Michel Canue\. Yves Ouimet. 
Jean Paul Auclair elec. trainee Brigitte Dugas casting 
by Elite Productions Unit pub. Susan Chernoff pub. 
David Novek and Asso c. ass1. film eds. Melanie 
Gillman. Martine Beauchemin sd. ed. Danuta Klis 
ass1. sd. eds. Pierre Beland. I'\icole Thuault Foley 
Artist Andy Malcolm mixers Joe Grimaldi. Austin 
Grimaldi music mixer Serge ucroix post synch 
Hubert Fielden post·prod co-ord Lorraine du Hamel 
post'prod tech co· ord Robert Cote Lenses and 
Panaflex Camera Panavision Canada Limited Pro d 
and sd. labs Bellevue Pathe Quebec ( 1 9~ 2 ) Inc 
Pathe Sound and Post Production Centre Warner Ho i· 
Iywood Studios Titles and Opticals Film Opticals Li' 
mited Music recording Studio ~Iarko Limited Music 
Publisher Les Editions Diane Juster Produced with 
the participation of Canadian broadcasting Corpora· 
tion. TeJefilm Canada, Societe Generale du Cine ma 
Special Thanks to u Galerie Michel Tetrault . Art 
Contemporain. u Brasserie O ·I-.:eefe Limitee. Dankoff 
Richer Furs. Herdt and Charton Inc. I.p. Bruno Doyon . 
Kerrie Keane, Alan Fawcen, Mark Strange. Ro b Roy. 
Linda Smith. Mark Blutman. Walte r .\ Iasser , Vlas ta 
Vrana. Damir Andrei. Yvene Brind ·Amour. Do ris Pet· 
rie. Ralph Millman. Dorian Joe Clark. An ick Faris. 
Stephanie Morgenstern . Danette Mackay. Sandy 
Stahlbrand. Luis de Cespedes. Ruth Dahan, Sam Lemar· 
quando John Novak. Dean Hagopean. Joan Heney. 
Robert Heney. Robert uvalle·Menard. Daniel j\;al · 
bach, Mark Burns. Guv Belanger. Jacqueline Blais. 
Hamish McEwan, Anthony Sherwood . Peter Colvey. 
Griffith Brewer. Roch Lafortune, Ken Roberts. Robert 
Parson. Pier Kohl Paque n e. Gayle Garfi nkl e , Donald 
Lamoureux. Darry Edward Blake. Andrew Johnston. 
Babs Gadbois, Arthur Corbe r. Vincent Glo rioso. John 
St·Denis, Ian McDonald , Brigitte Bo ucher, Anthony 
Vic. Michel Therrien. Joe Singerman . Cassandre Four· 
nier, colour 35mm running time 97 min 

Boon Collins 

Abducted 

R 
umour has it that Boon Collins 
raised funding for Abducted from 
private sources, This might be be· 

cause Collins is a resourceful man. But 
it 's also likely that any bureaucrats who 
took one look at the final product fell 
over themselves trying to disown it. Ab
ducted is a cheap· looking, mean·spi· 
rited film with precious little to recom· 
mend it except some pretty scenery. 

As the opening credits roll we see 
Rene , the heroine, jogging through vir· 
ginal mountain wilderness, Film cuts to 
the point of view of someone in the 
bushes and a close·up of a booted foot. 
Moments later he darts out from a bush, 
grabs her by the pony· tail , and carries 
her off. That 's the story: wild hillbilly 
abducts poor·little ·rich·girl unaccount· 
ably leaping about the Rock)' Moun· 
tains. 

The plot is bizarre enough to be true, 
and strange enough to be funny , but 
Collins erodes interest and humour 
with a seemingly unending series of 
beat·up·the·girl scenes. Luck)' Vern 
(the wild hillbilly) has found himself a 
pet. Good for him, not so great for Rene. 
She gets leashed like a dog and dragged 
through the wilderness. Vern makes her 
climb mountains and cross raging riv· 
ers. He fishes her out of the rapids once 
or twice, tries to rape her two or three 
times, and hits her an awful lot. 

Even the worst filmmakers know that 
consistent brutality can get monoton· 
ous. Just in case the sexual overtones 
don't spice things up enough, Collins 
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throws in some characterization. Vern, 
we discover, isn't all that bad. He offers 
Rene some food a few times. And, as he 
explains to Rene, he gets lonely up 
there in the mountains. 

Halfway through the movie, Vern's 
dad, Joe (played by Dan Haggerty) 
shows up to explain that life has been 
tough on Vern. He's been subjected to 
the horrors of reform school , jail , and, 
worst of all , a slutty mother. ("She saw 
men. She saw a lot of men ," he tells 
Rene.) 

Understandably guilt· ridden at hav· 
ing produced scum like Vern, Dad has 
hied him off to the mountains. where 
presumably the beautys of nature will 
purify Vern's heart and restore him to a 
semblance of humanity. 

Dad may be a little weird - he's fi· 
xated with stone sheep but he knows 
that kidnapping and rape are bad things. 
He tells Vern they have to take the girl 
back. Vern doesn 't like this much, and 
finally decides he's had enough. He 
bops Dad on the head real hard and 
drags poor Rene back into the wilder· 
ness. Vern is not without justification in 
insisting she go with him. After all , as he 
tells her, "I killed a man for you." 

It takes more than a smack on the 
head to kill a mountain man . Joe wakes 
up and binds his wounds. Forgiving to 
the end, he knows better than to let a 
woman drive the fatal wedge between 
father and son. He sets off on his game 
leg (which he injured while rescuing a 
baby sheep) to save Rene and Vern 
from Vern. 

Joe is such a sweet guy he'll forgive 
his son abduction , attempted rape, and 
even murder - but when he sees what 
Vern does to a sheep, tears stream down 
his face . He realizes that Vern is RealZY 
Bad and he'll have to hunt him down to 
kill him. He does this just in time to save 
Rene, who by this point doesn't care 
much anyway. 

Neither do we. Vern and Joe aren' t 
exactly what you'd call believable 
characters, and poor Rene is too busy 
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getting her sweatsuit all ripped up to 
portray much thought or emotion. Or 
maybe she's just stunned by the scen· 
ery. 

After all , it certainly is beautiful. Col· 
lins alleviates some of the audience's 
misery with some shots of milky· eyed 
deer nosing through the rain·forest. 
And there 's a hint that he was attempt· 
ing to make some sort of ecological 
point about the evils of man versus the 
beauty of nature . 

Unfortunately, though, he juxtaposes 
them with too many shots of Rene get· 
ting tied up or clubbed across the face. 
Violence does not substitute for action, 
and it certainly doesn't round out a 
character. Collins might as well have 
put in some nudity. He could have 
made a tidy sum of cash in the soft· core 
market. It certainly wouldn't have been 
any great artistic compromise. Ab
ducted is just a nasty little fantasy in· 
eptly disguised as a movie anyway. 

Stacey Bertles • 

ABDUCTED A Mollern Cinema Marketing Inc . 
Interpictures Releasing Corporati on and Erin Film Li· 
mited presentatio n .d. lloon Co llins p. Haro ld J. Cole 
e xec. 'p. A.lex ~ I assis sd. ed. Steven Cole film ed. 
llruce unge music Miche l Rubini art d . I\.im Steer 
d.o.p. Robert Mcuchlan sc. Boon Co llins story by 
lloon Collins, lindsay llo urne stunL' Dawn StOfer. 
Jacob Rupp .J.I. ,\Iakaro prod. co·ord Eileen Szabo 1st 
a.d . .Judy I-.:emeny 2nd a.d. Mike Henry cont. Shelley 
Cra,,1o rd asst cam. Tom Turnbull gaffer Jo hn Ho ut· 
menn grip Peter Reyno lds sd. rec. Peter Clements 
boom Skip Bo rland cost. Rae Fo rd make·up I-.:athy 
I-.:u zyk splX makeup Todd Mc intosh casting richard 
Cookie set design Alan \\ ' ilson set construct Lee 
Ro me splX .J J Makaro ass!. film ed. Michael \\ 'e rth 
sd. ed. Miche le Cook. Ric hard Kelly stills Daniel Col· 
lins catering Sandy Steer prod. asst. John Gaytmenn . 
,hane Shemko. Da\'ill Small helicopter pilot Bob In· 
gram animal props Ste,'e I-.:ulash wildlife footage 
Tommy Tompkins re·rec. mix D" 'id Appleby. Don 
\\ 'hitesd . lab . Pathe Sd film labs Medallion Labs op· 
ticals Film Optlcals. To ro ntO prod. consult. Stan 
Cole legal counsel Gabor Zinne r music Rubini 
Music . B~II financial part. by Film Fund Financ ial 
Group. I.p.Oan Haggerty . Roberta Weiss. uwrence 
King·Phillips. John \\ 'elsh . .Jim Brlm·n . Rae Ford . .J arold 

.J McCu llo ugh , Skip Borland. Rob Morton. Nelson Ca· 
mire . Earl Jergens. Roy Waggonn. \X 'illtam Nunn. Ste· 
\'en E, Miller Mr. Haggerty's double Norm Mackie 
stunts Dawn StOfer . .Jacob Rupp . .I..! Makaro colour 
35mm running tinle 9 1 min 
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